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Direction

The sentence given below is divided into

four parts (A), (B), (C) and (D). There can

be a grammatical error in more than one

part of the sentence, find the error and

choose the correct option accordingly, if

there is no error, choose the option (5).
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Q.484

Good news has finally started (A)/ to roll out of the

refurbished bankruptcy courts, (B)/ Tata Steel

acquired 73% stake in the bankrupt (C)/ firm

Bhushan Steel for about ₹35,000 crore last week.

(D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and C

3) Only B, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error
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Q.485

There is abetment to a toxic productivity whereby

our (A)/ universities churn out youth with a poor

grasp of the subject (B)/ matter that they are

expected knowing and an even (C)/ poorer

understanding of the challenges that India today

face. (D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and C

3) Only A, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- abetment of

(C)- to know 

(D)- faces
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Q.486

Mandatory pre-litigation mediation (A)/ put the ball

in the court of the parties involved (B)/ rather than

looking at external agencies (C)/ like courts, and

urge them to engage with and resolve disputes. (D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and D

3) Only A, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(B)- puts

(D)- urges
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Q.487

Some anniversaries are celebrated with enthusiasm

while others (A)/ merely observed, the muted

response of the 20th anniversary (B)/ of India’s

nuclear weapons tests this month (C)/ puts this

milestone firmly in the second category. (D)

1) Only B

2) Only A and B

3) Only A, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- others are 

(B)- to the 20th
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Q.488

The overall fault rate was as higher as 11.6% in the

by-elections held (A)/ in four parliamentary and

nine Assembly constituencies, ECI has suggested

that (B)/ the VVPAT machines were more prone

with malfunctioning due to (C)/ their sensitivity to

extreme weather conditions and exposure to light.

(D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and C

3) Only A, B and C

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- as high as

(B)- the ECI

(C)- prone to 
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Q.489

The Cabinet this month approved a National Policy

on Biofuels, (A)/ which encourages the generation

and use of biofuels such as ethanol, (B)/ it

primarily tries to address (C)/ supply-side issues

that have discouraged the production of biofuels

within the country. (D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and C

3) Only A, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error
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Q.490

However, Justice Mulk and his caretaker Cabinet

will have (A)/ crises to deal with above the next

two months, to begin with, (B)/ Pakistan is setting

to be placed on the grey list by the international

terror financing watchdog, (C)/ the Financial

Action Task Force, at its plenary session in June.

(D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and C

3) Only A, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(B)- over the next

(C)- is set to be
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Q.491

Article 124 stated that judges of the Supreme Court

shall be appointed (A)/ by the President, after

consultation with certain authority, including the

CJI (B)/ but it does not tell us that how these

consultations (C)/ are to be made, or what criteria

ought to be applied in deciding who becomes a

judge. (D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and C

3) Only A, B and C

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- states

(B)- authorities

(C)- remove ‘that’
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